A critical evaluation of the magnetic cell sorter and its use in the positive and negative selection of CD45RO+ cells.
In this paper, we report on our year-long experience with the magnetic cell sorter (MACS), and present a critical evaluation of its pitfalls and benefits. Satisfactory separation of lymphocytes into subsets with preservation of function can be achieved, but there are several drawbacks: in comparison with Dynal beads, MACS results in a higher cell loss due to the increased number of separation steps and requires depletion of plastic-adherent cells as these will engulf microbeads and contaminate the enriched fraction, and is more expensive. The advantage of MACS over Dynal beads is that the microbeads are biodegradable and do not interfere with proliferation assays: both the depleted and enriched fractions of cells can therefore be used in culture immediately following separation. We used MACS for the positive and negative selection of CD45RO cells: the enriched fraction was of high purity (greater than 98%), but a depleted fraction of greater than 90% purity could not be obtained even after running the same sample over three separating columns. Dynabeads, on the other hand, achieved 98% pure CD45RO-depleted fractions after three separation runs.